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REGIONAL BUZZ

A HUMMINGBIRD’S 
EYE-VIEW ON A 
COACHING RETREAT 
AT MAISON DE 
L’ART 
By The Hummingbirds Quartet

This time 12 months ago, we were 
heading off to Maison De L’Art, having 
only been together for a couple of 
weeks. Nicky Salt welcomed us,  
declaring, “It’s a baptism of fire”, 
and she was right! But a wonderful 
one, setting us up perfectly for the 
beginning of our journey and our very 
first contest.

Fast forward a year and it’s a nippy 
Friday morning in February. We ask 
the Folkestone passport clerk, “What 
do you want from us?” and he replies, 
“a song?” (no idea he has a Sweet 
Adeline quartet in this car!), we giggle, 
enthused to sing anytime, anywhere. 
We offer a song, but there’s no time.  
And we’re off! We arrive in France, 
excited for what lies ahead. 

Arriving at Maison De L’Art, we’re 
warmly welcomed by Nicky and 
Andy, smiling from the steps of their 
impressive French house of many 
windows, beautifully lit with soft, 
twinkling lights. In preparation for the 
intensive coaching that lies ahead, 
we agree a plan of action with Nicky, 
spend time settling into our luxurious 

bedrooms, then sit down to a hearty 
supper prepared by the master chef 
(aka Andy), a slow cooked cassoulet, 
cheese selection and tarte tatin. Divine! 
 
Saturday is like a huge creative pot of 
organic stew. Aside from breakfast, the 
day begins with our new ballad. Nicky 
expertly sculpts both us and the music 
over five fantastic hours of arranging, 
embellishing, duetting, coning and 
storytelling, taking the necessary 
time and attention to enhance both 
the taste and texture that the ballad 
and a hungry quartet deserve. It’s 
exhausting but exhilarating. We’re 
awash with overwhelming gratitude to 
share this experience and adventure 
as a quartet. Hand on heart, we can 
say that this is a wonderful part of the 
Hummingbirds’ unfolding journey and 
development.
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The Hummingbirds Quartet (Claire Miskin - Lead, Jules Crow - Bass, Fran Carter - Bari, Sarah 
Craggs - Tenor) with Nicky Salt

Masterful creation of Maison De L’Art chef, 
Andy Roshay



Saturday is an epic day, not only for 
the incredible coaching, but it’s an 
afternoon of hanging out together 
after the hard work. A chance to learn 
more about each other and relax 
together, essential to the growth and 
enrichment of the quartet. We laugh 
a lot, as demonstrated in Nicky’s 
Facebook post, “They have a great 
work ethic, they sing well and they 
have just the right balance of normal 
and completely crazy.”
 
Saturday evening we have The Great 
Feast. A magnificent seven course 
meal, beautifully served, with such 
detail, by our hosts, interspersed with 
a little comedy entertainment between 
Nicky and a stubborn Alexa!
 
Sunday is the calm after the storm 
as we see the birth of the ballad 
and make just a few tweaks and 
enhancements to our uptune. Mission 
complete! Nicky brings the coaching 
to a close, leaving us with a new-
found confidence, an abundance of 
techniques and artistry to work with 
and two songs that we’re very proud 
of and excited to share. After yet 
another deliciously hearty lunch we 
wave goodbye to our wonderful hosts, 
knowing already that it’s not au revoir 
but à bientôt!

WE WERE ON A 
BREAK!
By Fortuity Quartet

We often found ourselves quoting 
the infamous argument between Ross 
and Rachel (of Friends fame) “we 
were on a break” throughout 2017 
after agreeing to take a short break 
from contest, yet still managing to fill 
our entire year FULL to the brim with 
barbershop! Would we really call it a 
break though?

2017 began very differently for 
Fortuity. In previous years organising 
rehearsal dates for the coming year 
was a main feature. However, at 
the start of 2017, the big date in 
our calendar was the wedding of 
our gorgeous lead, Gemma, to the 
dashing Mr Brian Fox – barbershop 
couple extraordinaire! An international 
wedding, no less! There was the 
obligatory 8-parter to be learned of 
course, but then what to do with the 
rest of our year……hmmmmm!

With that little “extra” time now on her 
hands, our baritone, Sarah, stood in 
with a quartet from her chorus (Fab-U- 
Lous), which saw Director, Tracey 
Bailey, and her daughter, Lauren have 
the opportunity to compete for the first 
time in a quartet together. It was both
Lauren’s, and Steph’s (tenor), first 
quartet contest ever! Sarah also had 
taken the opportunity to volunteer to 

help with convention duties, which 
saw her appointed as the 2017 show 
manager. She was, of course, very 
ably assisted and supported by the 
members of the convention team, and 
also partners in crime, Gemma and 
Veryan, who couriered with their own 
inimitable flare! 
 
Whilst all together at convention, we 
were thrilled to have a coaching under 
glass session with Nancy of The Buzz, 
and as if that was not enough, we also 
managed to take advantage of Nicky 
Salt’s amazing talents and squeezed 
in a bit of coaching with her, and the 
plan for France emerged... more on 
that later!

With regional convention at an end, 
our focus moved, quite naturally, to the 
big wedding! We arrived in Denver 
having planned plenty of things to 
enjoy all Denver had to offer – which, 
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Hard at work with coach extraordinaire, Nicky Salt



of course, included barbershop! We 
visited the top choruses whilst there – 
Skyline (Sweet Adelines International) 
and Sound of the Rockies (Barbershop 
Harmony Society). The sneak preview 
of Skyline’s upcoming show was 
a particular highlight and we also 
grabbed an opportunity for a quartet 
coaching session with the amazing 
Mark Hale, Director of Sound of the 
Rockies! It turned out to be a holiday, 
wedding and quartet retreat all rolled 
into one – and the experience of a 
lifetime!
 
Returning to the UK saw us refocus 
on rehearsals because, in the lead 
up to the big day in Denver, we had 
received an exciting invitation from the 
lovely Liz Nolan, that Fortuity would be 
the co-guests, with Pratt Street Power, 
at the Irish Barbershop Convention 
in Cork, and on top of this, our very 
own and beloved Region 31 asked us 
to be the region’s representatives for 
the World Harmony Showcase of the 
European Barbershop Convention, 
both events taking place in October
2017.

We were absolutely delighted, thrilled 
and honoured to have been given 
these highly coveted opportunities. Our 
aim is always to be good ambassadors 
for our region and we also wanted to 
take the opportunity to bring some new 
music to our audiences. In particular, 
we were over the moon to finally 
be in a positon to give our Spice 
Girls medley (as arranged by James 
Whittick) a public performance! 
 
It is hard to condense into words 
the many experiences we had at 
these events, suffice to say, we are 
overwhelmed with gratitude that we 
were given these opportunities! 

As a final sign off to the year we 
ended it with a trip to France to the 
AMAZING Maison De L’Art where 
we had a weekend of coaching by 
Nicky Salt (or as we like to call her 
– HRH Nicky Salt of France) and 
were treated like royalty ourselves 
with food that was simply out of this 
world, tailored especially for us, and 
designed, prepared and cooked by 
the amazingly talented Andy, chef 
extraordinaire (seriously, Jamie Oliver 

and Gordon Ramsay have nothing on 
him!) This ended the year on such a 
high for us and we are so excited that 
we will be heading back to France for 
some more of the same!
 
We can’t wait to get back to the 
competition stage and we look 
forward to catching up with everyone 
in Newcastle.

A VERY DECENT 
PROPOSAL
By Tracy Daniels, Spinnaker Chorus

On Wednesday 22nd November 
the magical sparkle we associate 
with Spinnaker was certainly being 
sprinkled upon a certain member of 
our chorus. As the end of our weekly 
rehearsal approached a very smart 
young man dressed in a suit (no not 
Santa) entered the hall at Blendworth. 
We recognised him immediately as 
George Sumpner, son of one of our 
bass singers Kay and boyfriend of one 
of our lovely leads, Bethany Larkham, 
daughter of Jo from our baritone 
section.

Wondering why George had so 
suddenly walked in the answer was 
shortly revealed as he called Bethany 
out in front of the chorus to ask her a 
special and very romantic question. As 
he went on bended knee, producing 
a beautiful ring, which was his late 
grandmother’s, from his jacket pocket, 
he uttered the magical words to the 
love of his life, “Bethany, I love
you, will you marry me?” To which she 
replied excitedly, “yes!” The chorus 
cheered and clapped whilst wiping 
tears of happiness. This was a first for 
Spinnaker and we were so honoured 
to witness this very emotional proposal 
to Bethany as we, her musical family, 
surrounded them.
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George, who works in TV satellite 
and phone/data communications 
met Bethany, a Nursery Nurse in a 
Forest school, in South Harting, by a 
chance remark between their mums at 
a Spinnaker rehearsal one evening. 
They then went on a blind date, got 
on like a house on fire and have 
been together for a year now. So as 
thoughts turn to wedding plans there 
are 70 Spinnakerettes who are looking 
forward to singing to them on their 
special day. Although a date hasn’t 
yet been set we’re all getting excited 
already. Congratulations George and 
Bethany, Spinnaker Chorus wishes you 
every happiness for the future!

IGNITE UK’S YEAR 
GETS OFF TO A 
FLYING START
By Liz Tomes, Communications and 
Marketing Officer, Ignite UK

We’re only just into spring but what a 
year it’s already been for Ignite UK! 
We’ve celebrated and sung at the 
weddings of two of our lead section 
chorus members – Rachel who married 
fellow barbershop singer Nick, of 
Finest Hour Quartet fame, just before 
new year and Sam who married Adam 
in February. It was an honour to be 

asked to perform for these two lovely 
couples – and to have our newly-
married members sing along with us, 
too!

We announced in Harmony Rag 
last year that we’d been very proud 
to achieve our Sweet Adelines 
International Charter just over a year 
after we started up and that’s led 
us on to preparing for our very first 

convention this year. We’re delighted 
to now be part of the Region 31 
barbershop family and are very much 
looking forward to competing with 
you all at The Sage in May. We’ve 
been working hard on our competition 
package, choreo and costumes 
supported by some fantastic coaching 
from Nicky Salt, Doug Harrington, 
Zac Booles and Peggy Gram to help 
develop our vocal and performance 
skills. We enjoyed seeing some of 
you at the IABS Convention in Ireland 
in October – our first competition 
– where we were thrilled to take 
the bronze medal just two points 
behind the silver medal-winners at the 
fabulous City Hall in Cork.

We’re based in Belper, Derbyshire, 
where we formed in February 2016, 
and currently have 40 members 
working under the guidance of our 
musical directors Debbie Varley and 
Harriet Adamson.
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Left: The happy couple, George and Bethany
Right: Spinnaker Chorus celebrates the most decent proposal

Newly-weds, Rachel and Nick (left) and Sam and Adam  (right)



Now we’ve become well-established, 
we’re developing a website to promote 
ourselves and our singing and promote 
this wonderful hobby of ours. Until our 
site is up and running you can find 
out what we’re up to and drop us a 
line on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/igniteukchorus or email us at 
igniteuk@yahoo.com

We look forward to hearing from you!

PIRATES, 
MERMAIDS, LOST 
BOYS, INDIANS 
AND A CROCODILE!
By Helen Gauld, Marketing and 
Publicity, Aberdeen Chorus

The Christmas season gives so many 
opportunities to sing and perform and 
this year Aberdeen Chorus had great 
fun presenting the pantomime “Peter 
Pan.”

The show was co-written by Gwen 
Topp and a few chorus members with 
Gwen as Director, and prop maker 
extraordinaire with her usual flair and 
imagination.

Magically just like Tinkerbell’s fairy 
dust the various complex scene 
changes came together into a fantastic 
show enjoyed by our three full house 
audiences who braved the bad winter 
weather to attend, particularly at our 
first performance early in December. 
Even some of the cast didn’t make it 
on that occasion which led to a few 
last minute changes and impromptu 
understudies, but that’s the fun of 
performing!

It was a lot of hard work and 
commitment from all with amazing 
imagination and ingenuity evident 

from some of the costumes which each 
member of the chorus sourced for 
themselves. We had everything from 
Tinkerbell’s sparkly green slippers to a 
full Indian headdress and a crocodile 
suit!

After much hilarity it all ended with 
Peter Pan saving the day rescuing 
Wendy and Tiger Lily from Captain 
Hook, Tinkerbell was restored to life 
because we all believe in fairies
(don’t we?) and the Darling family 
were re-united with the addition of a 
few lost boys!
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Top: Pirates be here at Aberdeen
Bottom left: Peter Pan and Cap’n Hook

Bottom right: A very, very late crocodile

http://www.facebook.com/igniteukchorus
http://www.facebook.com/igniteukchorus
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SPECTACULAR 
BARBERSHOP 
PROPOSAL HITS THE 
RIGHT NOTE
By Emily Dunn, Lace City Chorus

I had the shock of my life during the 
Lace City Christmas concert when my 
long-term partner appeared on stage 
in front of 600 people to pop the big 
question.

I was singing on stage surrounded 
by 80 chorus members when Jay 
(Johnson) walked onto the stage at the 
Albert Hall in Nottingham to ask me to 
be his wife.

The magical moment was captured 
on camera and the video showed 
my complete shock as well as the 
support, love and friendship from other 
members of the chorus. I had sold 17 
tickets to my family, friends and work 
colleagues so they were all sat in the
audience when it happened, all in 
complete shock.

It couldn’t have been more perfect. I 
was on stage doing something I love, 
surrounded by people I love and the 
man I love asked me to be his wife. I 
am a very lucky lady.

Jay had been fine-tuning the proposal 
with the help of chorus Director, Glenn, 
and two other members of the chorus. 
For the other 80 women on stage me 
included, the proposal was a complete 
surprise.

Jay said: “It wasn’t easy keeping it 
from her. I am so pleased I was able to 
pull it off. I really appreciate the chorus 
letting me interrupt their Christmas 
show to do this. I knew it would be 
perfect for Emily, even though I was 
petrified. She belongs on the stage, 
while I am happy sat watching in the 
audience.”

The chorus had just finished singing 
Some Enchanted Evening, a beautiful 
ballad from the musical South Pacific. 
The final line of the song is ‘never ever

let him go.’ Director Glenn addressed 
the audience and explained that 
magical things can happen when we 
least expect them. He then invited Jay 
onto the stage. At this point I remember 
thinking, Jay, as in my Jay? The next 
thing I know he walked onto the stage 
and I grabbed my riser buddy because 
I thought I was going to fall over. I think 
my face said it all. After repeatedly 
asking him what was he doing, I said 
yes and the Albert Hall erupted in 
cheers.

We have been together for eight 
years after meeting at school and we 
are now excited to be planning our 
wedding.
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Jay Johnson proposes to Emily Dunn on stage at the Lace City Christmas concert

Newly-engaged couple, Jay and Emily



SINGING 
UNLIMITED 5-YEAR 
ANNIVERSARY
By Margaret Vonk, Secretary, Singing 
Unlimited

For Singing Unlimited, the year 2018 
started on an especially high note! 
Since this is our 5-year anniversary 
year, we celebrated this milestone 
with a concert which we gave in the 
city theatre of our hometown in the 
Netherlands on 20th January.

Planning had started back in August 
after the summer recess and a 
committee was formed which met 
every two weeks to map the progress 
of the various aspects of the show.

It brought us all an unexpected bonus 
to see how many talented and versatile 
ladies we have in our group – and not 
just with singing; from coordinators to 
marketing professionals, from lighting 
and sound specialists to photographers 
and videographers, from the 
organising of props to arranging the 
catering: everything was done by our 
own chorus members.

The day of the show started early, and 
as we bubbled and hummed along, 
last-minute things started to fall into 
place and by the opening at 8:00 pm, 
we were ready to roll to a sold-out 
theatre of 550 thrilled people. And roll 
we did!

The first part of the show was devoted 
to a scene from the Singing Unlimited
prison. Dressed in bright orange 
convict suits we proceeded to account 
for our criminal actions within the 
barbershop world – unmatched 
vowels, unlifted cheekbones, 
inappropriate footwear for singing... 
get the picture? The audience was 

completely taken in through our 
musical experiences in jail!

In the second half, we gave the 
audience not only a vocal insight 
into our repertoire but also a visual 
performance of the growth of our 
chorus. Needless to say, we are 
conscious of the fact that an evening 
of only just barbershop singing can 
become somewhat, dare we say, 
boring? So to vary the program, a 
local group of talented young dancers 
performed some street dancing and 
our men’s national quartet champions, 
Men2B, honoured us with a slick 
rendition of their favourite numbers

Every single member of our chorus 
enjoyed every fun-filled moment from 
curtain-up to the reward of a minutes 
lasting standing ovation at the end of 
the show. We rounded off the evening 
as only we know how at Singing 
Unlimited – with a fantastic after party 
shindig!

And for now... bring on the rest this 
exciting year! We are armed with a 
treasure-trove of wonderful memories 
of a SUper successful concert to carry 
us through to our next jubilee and 
first of all to the convention in May in 
Newcastle!

ST LOUIS, HERE WE 
COME!
By Carla Newson, No Borders Show 
Chorus

Ever since we found out in 2017 that 
we were going to take part in the 
Harmony Classic Competition, No
Borders Show Chorus has experienced 
several emotions.

At first we were amazed by the fact 
that our chorus was going to be taking 
part in October 2018 in St. Louis. After 
a couple of rehearsals, it finally started 
to sink in and we were galvanised 
into action, meetings were held 
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and committees were formed. Then 
came the ‘getting down to business’ 
time when we had new songs and 
choreo to learn. We travel from all 
over Germany and the Netherlands 
once a month and spend the whole 
Sunday cramming our rehearsal full 
of preparations while at the same time 
having lots of fun (and tea and coffee 
and biscuits and lots of water) along 
the way. We have now reached the 
‘very excited stage’.

It’s February 2018, at the time of this 
writing, and we only have seven 
rehearsals left before we leave for 
St. Louis to take part in the Harmony 
Classic Competition!

We have lots going on during the next 
seven months and Sandy and Tim 
Marron are playing a big part in this 
year’s preparation and development 
for both the chorus and Stuart. No 
Borders Show Chorus is having their 
annual retreat weekend in April in a 
castle in the south of Holland and the 
brilliant Becki Hine is coming along to 
spend the weekend coaching us.

On Saturday, June 23rd, we are 
putting on a show in the town of 
Amstelveen (in the outskirts of 
Amsterdam). The show was inspired 
by the very generous offer from Patsy 
Meiser on behalf of Harmony Travel 
Chorus. They will be taking part in the 
show in order to raise funds for our trip. 
As if this wasn’t enough, the fabulous 

champion quartet, Bling!, will be there, 
too.

We also have a show on September 
22nd in the town where we rehearse 
together with the Venray Men’s Choir. 
This joint venture will also include 
workshops for both the men’s choir and 
the public.

We are all immensely proud to 
have this wonderful opportunity. 
Travelling to America and taking 
part in the Harmony Classic at the 
2018 International Convention is an 
unbelievable achievement considering 
No Borders Show Chorus only started 
less than three years ago! It has been a 
wonderful whirlwind experience taking 
us to new levels of singing, brought us 
many new friendships, and in just a few 
months’ time will take us all across the 
Atlantic to St. Louis!
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SHEFFIELD HARMONY SEEKS NEW MUSICAL DIRECTOR 
 
Sheffield Harmony is a dynamic, ambitious, talented, friendly and fun-loving sixty-strong 
barbershop women’s chorus looking to achieve new heights in performance level. 
 
We are a member of Sweet Adelines International and in 2016 won a bronze medal in the 
Division AA midsize chorus section. In the same year we gained third place in the North Wales 
Choral festival in Llandudno. 
 
We are proud of our strong ability to entertain and have performed on a wide variety of 
platforms, including providing a sound track to a documentary film in 2014, appearing on a 
regional news programme in 2015 and have several times sung live on local radio. We also 
greatly enjoy performing at concerts and supporting local community events. 
 
The chorus is looking for a skilled, enthusiastic and dedicated musical director who can offer 
commitment and who shares our ambition to see Sheffield Harmony fulfil its potential. 
 
We rehearse each Monday evening in Sheffield. 
 
Applicants please contact President Rachel Bolton: 07763 541610 rembolton@gmail.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No Borders Show Chorus is excited to compete in the Harmony Classic Contest in St. Louis



COLUMN:

WARMED UP
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This time I’m handing over to Chrissie Boden from 
prospective chorus BackBeat A Cappella – they have 
developed some really excellent warmup activities, which 
I’ve been privileged to witness and first hand. They are 
innovative, interactive and great fun. We both hope you 
enjoy them!

Alyson

DRAMA!
By Chrissie Boden, BackBeat A Cappella (prospective)

A bit about me and my background: I am 
a drama teacher and a Performing and 
Visual Arts Curriculum Team Leader at an 
11-18 school in Cheshire. I now have a 
Team Leader responsibility for cognition 
and learning, working across all subject 
areas and using my drama experience to 
help students access the curriculum and 

raise attainment. I am a founder member of BackBeat A 
Cappella (prospective) and Workshop Coordinator for 
Region 31. Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with any 
questions: chrissieb61@yahoo.com

WHY SHOULD YOU INTRODUCE ‘DRAMA 
GAMES’ INTO WEEKLY REHEARSALS?
The concept of ‘drama’ and ‘games’ can evoke interesting 
reactions from some chorus members. However, at 
BackBeat A Cappella, we unapologetically and whole-
heartedly throw ourselves into the weekly dramatic 
warmups. Why? Because we have felt the benefit of them 
– as individuals, as a unit, and as a chorus of performers.  
Every ‘drama game’ we introduce has a purpose, and it’s 
important that we get the point of each activity. The drama 
games we use are always fast paced and energetic, they 
require a mental and physical consciousness and discipline 
from all participants. They are designed to build confidence, 
improve communication, self-expression and imagination, 
develop an awareness of individual and collective 
responsibility, and most importantly – create a sense of fun 
and achievement as we work towards shared goals.

With a safe rehearsal space in which all members are 
accepted, included and valued there is no doubt that these 
starter drama games will be well received. Make sure you 
model what you want from everyone involved, and enjoy 
the contributions of your chorus members!

Stop and Go
Aim: To get participants moving around the rehearsal 
space, following instructions and being spontaneous. 
When the instructions are reversed (number) participants 
really have to engage their brains and think about what 
they are doing. Auto-pilot off, time to focus!

Alyson Chaney, a certified International Faculty member and current Region 31 Education Coordinator, 
presents a regular column about how to devise a great vocal warm up routine. She would love to hear from you, too.

If you have any great warm-up routines to share, please send to alysonchaney@yahoo.com

mailto:chrissieb61@yahoo.com


1. Ask participants to find a space in the room, away from 
all walls and other objects.
2. Explain that on your instruction GO, everyone is going 
to move around the room at pace (no running and no slow 
motion), everyone must keep changing direction and keep
moving. Be aware of the space – no crashing into each 
other.
3. Explain that on your instruction STOP, everyone will 
freeze in a neutral position.
4. Practice the STOP and GO instructions, you are expecting 
prompt responses to these commands.
5. As above, you are now going to introduce two new 
instructions: JUMP and CLAP. Let the chorus practice 
responding to these new instructions: there are now four 
commands!
6. The tricky bit: Now you need to explain that the 
instructions will all mean the opposite. This means that GO 
means STOP, STOP means GO, JUMP means CLAP and
CLAP means JUMP. Have fun!

Pass the Sound
Aim: A physical, vocal and mental warm up. The aim is to 
work with some precision as the movements and sounds are 
repeated whilst being passed around the circle. This requires 
energy, focus and a willingness to be a little bit silly!

1. Ask participants to stand in a circle in a neutral position.
2. Explain that you will pass a SOUND AND MOVEMENT 
around the circle, the aim is that the very SAME sound is to 
make its way around the circle and get back to you as soon 
as possible. Practice this with a clap.
3. Now explain that you can change the MOVEMENT, 
SOUND AND DIRECTION that it goes around the circle. 

You will do this by clearly swinging to your left or right.
4. Emphasise that whomever is on your left or right must 
ACCEPT what they are given and continue to pass it on.
5. For this to work well you need to emphasis key 
requirements for all: focus, energy, quick reactions, and a 
willingness to accept the movement/sound and pass it on!

If you are struggling for ideas of movements and sounds, 
email me.

1-20
Aim: Working towards reaching a shared goal. This is a 
game about focus, it requires everyone to tune in and take 
individual responsibility to ensure team success. (A favourite 
of BackBeat A Cappella who have achieved 1-34!)

1. Ask participants to stand in a circle in a neutral position.
2. Explain that you are going to work as a team to count to 
20. Sounds simple! Emphasise that you will NOT do this by 
organising or agreeing on a system, you will achieve this by 
being observant (eye contact), patient and tuning in to one 
another.
3. Demonstrate with the number 1. Model to the group that 
when anyone says the next number in the sequence, they 
will make a small step forwards and then step back into the
circle/neutral position.
4. The tricky bit: If any two, three, our four (!) participants 
say the same number at the same time, the whole group 
goes back to the beginning with the number 1.

This is a great activity that the chorus will want to improve on 
each time you play.



FEATURE
WHAT’S SPECIAL 
ABOUT IES?
By Valerie Taylor, Master Director, 
Vocal Dimension Chorus and Certified 
Sweet Adelines International Sound 
Judge

You will have heard the exciting 
news that the International Education 
Symposium (IES) of Sweet Adelines 
International is coming to Region 31 
next year. This is wonderful and a 
huge achievement for our Regional 
Management Team (RMT)! I have 
attended many of the IES in the past 
and I know what an amazing time 
we have in store for us. It’s so great 
to have this education coming to our 
doorstep!

What’s special about IES? Well, it is 
international, as the title suggests, so it’s 
an opportunity to meet friends old and 
new from other regions as well as our 
own. We can expect to greet friends 
from the Netherlands, Germany, 
Sweden, Finland, Spain, the US and 
Canada.

The event provides a huge variety 
of musical education for singers and 
performers of all kinds. The classes are 
grouped into streams so there will be 
something for everyone – quartets, 
coaches, directors, arrangers and 
anyone who just wants to learn more 
about our art form. Often there is a 
symposium chorus so you can learn 
a new song or two and practice 
performing in a new environment. The 
evenings are usually taken up with 
socialising, fun and games, and more 
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FEATURE

performing. The Rising Star quartet 
contest will also be part of our IES so 
you can cheer for the young singing 
stars of the future.

As for the educators, they typically 
feature a guest who brings something 
special from outside the barbershop 
world. At the last IES, Deke Sharon 
and Tom Carter were the guests. Tom 
Carter is a renowned choral expert 
from the US who explored how to 
make the choral experience genuinely 
moving for audiences. Deke Sharon 
probably needs no introduction, but 
he is the artistic genius behind the Pitch 
Perfect movies, the Sing Off show in 
the US and Pitch Battle in the UK. He is 
also a prolific arranger and a cappella 
performer. Being inspired by those at 
the top of their field is what makes IES 
so special.

Some of you may remember the 
European Education Symposiums that 
were held in Glasgow back in 2002 
and 2004 and how much fun they 
were. I am really looking forward to 

experiencing what the RMT have in 
store for us in 2019.

As a final thought, IES can bring 
you all the excitement of regional 

convention – the fun, friendship, 
singing and great memories – but
without the stress of competing. What 
could be better?! I can’t wait to see 
you all there.
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Valerie Taylor with the amazing Deke Sharon at the IES 2017

Quartet of Nations Region 31 was well represented in last year’s IES



NOTICES
DCP FOR ALL
By Elaine Hamilton, Regional Directors Coordinator

You’re probably thinking the DCP (Directors Certification 
Programme) is only for Directors – after all that’s what it says 
in the title! However, you’d be wrong – it’s so much more 
than that. So to dispel some common misconceptions...

I’m not a Director, so I can’t apply.
As long as you’re a member of Sweet Adelines you can 
apply for this. If you’re not a front line, assistant, associate or 
co-Director, there are some modules you can’t complete, but 
you are not prevented from the rest. If you don’t belong to 
the front line group and you later join that group, you finish 
off the modules you have not completed and receive your 
certification at that time. ALL the modules are packed with
fantastic education material, so it’s very worthwhile to even 
just do part of the course.

You need to be a music buff to apply.
Incorrect! Even if you have never read music before you 
can do this as the music theory module starts you off at the 
basic level, providing a great way to improve your music 
knowledge!

I don’t have time to do this.
Did you know there is no time limit for the completion 
of modules once you have applied and started on the 
programme? Now this can be a good and a bad thing as, 
because there’s no deadline, it can sometimes be put to the 
back of your to do list! What you need in this case is a good 
friend who will keep reminding you to complete modules 
and sit the tests! (You will need to enlist someone to help you 
anyway as the tests are sent to them and they oversee you 
when you take them).

I can’t afford it.
It is a one time cost of US$100 to apply, which is a lot of 
money for some I know, with the modules to be bought 
on top of that. How about if your chorus was to buy the 
DCP materials for use by everyone? You could then share 
it around and encourage more people to apply. Or, you 
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RMT BRIEFS
One of the many pieces of feedback the Regional Management 
Team (RMT) get is that members do not know what it is that we do 
day to day for the region. This new section aims to address that.

EMMA RILEY, COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
I took over the role in September 2017 and have hit the ground 
running with Harmony Rag, Convention 2018 communication and 
preparations and lots of buzz around our turn to host the Barbershop 
in Harmony Mixed Quartet competition. Two big announcements are, 
of course, the location of the 2019 and 2020 Region 31conventions, 
the wonderful St David’s Hall in Cardiff, and, the biggest of them all, 
IES 2019 in the UK! I’ve been making sure that logos are prepared, 
social media and the website is updated and keeping information 
flowing via email. I have also been feeding back to Sweet Adelines 
HQ about some of their recent communications and how that affects 
us internationally. Contact me anytime if you have comms-related 
questions.

ELAINE HAMILTON, DIRECTORS COORDINATOR
Maintained regular contact with the region’s directors and, as a result 
of their feedback, they now have a private WhatsApp group and 
Facebook group to share information; collated feedback from the Tune 
In Directors event and fed back to the RMT; prepared a document 
collating feedback and raising concerns to SAI from the RMT. Also 
prepared a discussion document regarding Regional Governance 
for use at a future conference call with Sweet Adelines International; 
organised a webcast team for convention; wrote an article on the DCP 
for the next Harmony Rag.

CHRISSIE BODEN, WORKSHOP COORDINATOR
I’ve been arranging accommodation for the RMT site visit to 
Newcastle, organising IES venue visits and contracts, and enquiring 
about hotel accommodation for 2019 and 2020 Region 31 
conventions. I also attended the Central Spotlight and hosted the NW 
Spotlight, and went to the Director’s Workshop which I organised in 
Birmingham. 

DEBORAH POLLARD, EVENTS COORDINATOR
The main focus for events once Christmas has past is the preparation 
for our annual convention and competition in May. At the beginning 
of February I, and other members of the RMT, met with the team at 
the Sage to discuss all of our requirements from the set up of the stage 
to the opening times at the bar (with special instructions to stock up 
on gin!). I’ve also been working closely with Ian Dearman Media to 
plan our approach to audio-visual recordings and photography and 
make sure we have a good deal for our members. Recruitment of the 
convention team has been a key task to make sure everything runs 
smoothly behind the scenes. There are still some vacancies that we’ll be 
looking to fill in the coming weeks, so do get in touch if you would like 
to help out.

DOROTHY MAIN, FINANCE COORDINATOR
What have I been doing since the last Harmony Rag last autumn? 
Well, like most of you December was taken up by Christmas 
performances and our three chorus shows and even sometimes my 
own family and friends so I just kept the accounts up to date and paid 
any bills which were due. Registration for the Mixed Quartet contest 
started on 1st December and almost all the entries came in on that 
day! Into the new year, I completed the Annual Region 31 Accounts 
to 31st December 2017, the corresponding paperwork was packed 
up and everything went off to the accountant for his professional 
eyes to check over! Mid-January saw the start of Convention 2018 
early bird registrations, checking on all incoming regional dues, and 



could team up with some others who are interested and 
share the cost. Perhaps your chorus might sponsor you to 
apply?

What’s in it for me?
Loads! In doing the DCP you will increase your knowledge 
about the organisation, improve your listening skills, gain 
valuable information on vocal skills and much, much more.

I really encourage those of you who have not yet done 
this to think about it. You will improve your skills, learn a lot 
and have a sense of achievement too. If you’re a front line 
Director and you haven’t yet done this, then what are you 
waiting for? Seriously! If your chorus scores 600 points 
or above at convention, then you can’t become a Master 
Director unless you’ve completed the DCP – why would
you not want to be ready for that accolade?!

To find out more, please look on the Sweet Adelines 
International website for more information and/or contact 
Region 31’s DCP Coordinator, Tracey Bailey.

MONEY MATTERS
By Dorothy Main, Regional Finance Coordinator

Region 31’s fiscal year runs from 1st January through to 31st 
December, and the final 2017 accounts have been sent on 
to the accountant for review and authorisation. Please see 
the two charts on the next page to see how the incomings 
and outgoings of the past year impact on each other.

Convention in 2017 did incur a financial cost to the region. 
However, we did engage the services of The BUZZ as 
part of their final year touring together. Their input to our 
webcasting, their coaching, performing and generally 
being just the best ever ambassadors for Sweet Adelines 
getting together and singing that is possible, made a great 
convention even better and we hope you enjoyed having 
them here with us.

The Workshops figures are an amalgamation of the six 
Spotlight day workshops and the directors’ Tune In with 
Dale Syverson and June Boutilier. Whilst the Spotlight 
workshops made a profit overall, the directors’ Tune In 
was run at a cost to the region. However, we still made a 
reasonable profit taking the two events together, and so this 
helps to keep our finances in a reasonably healthy state.

checking and signing contracts for future events. Now that convention 
preparation is in full swing, it’s time to order the medals, ribbons, 
awards, etc. The region’s credit card will be in melt mode by the time 
you read this!

ALYSON CHANEY, EDUCATION COORDINATOR
Organised and attended the Tune In Directors’ Seminar in Birmingham 
with Joan Boutilier and Dale Syverson; completed the season of 
Spotlight on a Song satellite workshops which brought together a 
Region 31 director and choreographer pair who worked on vocal and 
visual performance; contacted the judges for our contest to request 
some education input for the Sunday morning at convention. There will 
be classes run by Cammi Mackinlay, Vickie Maybury and Beth Smith; 
booked Finest Hour (European Male Quartet Champions 2017) to 
appear on our Show of Champions; secured venue, dates and faculty 
for IES 2019; confirmed Spotlight Autumn 2018 workshops to be held 
in six locations (Scotland, NW, SW, SE, Central and Netherlands 
across the region with six members of the International Faculty; took 
part in two IES planning conference calls with Paula Davis plus 
members of the Sweet Adelines HQ staff; completed BackBeat A 
Cappella’s final administrative visit by Skype; attended the RMT 
meeting in Newcastle.

HILARY PINNOCK, MARKETING COORDINATOR
With Emma Riley safely in charge of Comms now for our region, 
I’ve moved to Marketing and have been working on the following in 
recent months: I’ve written an article for the upcoming Harmony Rag 
suggesting ideas for making Facebook work harder for our region’s 
choruses and quartets and an offer of further help if folk want to email 
me; been on site visits to check the best possible venue to facilitate 
IES here in Region 31 in 2019; marketing the Harmony Bazaar at 
Convention both internally and externally; contacting local NE press, 
radio & TV stations to foster interest in Convention 2018 and will have 
a press/VIP area in which to greet them and where they can conduct 
interviews; contacting local music groups in the Northeast, too, to 
promote our convention to them and to invite them along; helped 
emcee the 2017 BinH Mixed Quartet Contest at the Royal Northern 
College of Music last November and have subsequently been 
involved in the set up to host the 2018 contest at The Sage in May, 
overseeing registrations and helping promote the event. It’s going to be 
fab! And I’ve generally been collaborating with the team on all sorts of 
regionals issues – current and future. Our region has a great RMT and 
I’m proud to serve alongside such amazing women.

LISA ANDERSON, TEAM COORDINATOR
One of the aspects I love about being Team Coordinator is the opportunity 
to network with other Barbershop Organisations. In October, I represented 
Region 31 on the Barbershop In Harmony Board at the 2017 European 
Convention in Bournemouth.  It was fantastic to see quartets and choruses 
from all over Europe come together and show how much passion there is 
out there for our Barbershop art form. In January 2018, the BinH board 
met again and we spent our day discussing the next location for the 2021 
European Convention, which will be in beautiful Sweden. We also looked 
at our 2-5 year strategy for the mixed voice singing in the UK and there 
are some exciting times ahead. Region 31 hosts our first mixed voice 
competition in May and we are really looking forward to welcoming 16 
mixed quartets to the Sage in Gateshead. With our convention, the mixed 
voice contest and IES it’s certainly a busy time for all of us on the RMT.



DO YOU USE SOCIAL MEDIA?
By Hilary Pinnock, Regional Marketing Coordinator

Do you use social media? And if you do, are you getting the 
most out of what it can do for you? Facebook in particular 
is so widely used these days right around the world so how 
can it best work for you and your chorus or your quartet? 
Use it well to inform and promote your ensemble.

BE PROACTIVE
Renew your Facebook posts and pictures very regularly 

and at least weekly. The people that 
‘like’ your page will appreciate seeing 
new content appearing which will in 
turn encourage new visitors. So don’t 
post the same old, same old. If you’ve 
nothing in particular to say, post a 
meme, a saying, a famous quote – 
particularly if it’s something that relates 
to your chorus or quartet and its ways.

Refresh your cover picture all the 
time as this is what visitors see first on 
your page. So don’t leave that out of 
date pic up there. Take a new one. 
And preferably don’t use a pic that is 
even a little bit out of focus. Make it 
fun, attractive and colourful. Ring the 
changes.

Visit other chorus and quartet pages 
and ‘like’ their pages too so there’s 
cross traffic between sites.

NEWS
No fake news please! But do post 
a few words about anything worth 
mentioning. It doesn’t have to be a 
big happening – a member’s birthday 
perhaps, an upcoming competition or 
fundraising event, contest results or the 
fundraising amounts raised, the results 
of a local festival that you were in. 
Shout about it.

CONCERTS/SHOWS/RECRUITMENT 
DRIVES
Do you know how to boost an event 
on Facebook to reach thousands more 

Facebook visitors? It’s easy and really doesn’t cost much. 
You can set a spending limit plus you can schedule the event 
it to post itself if you’re going to be away/unable to do it at 
the appropriate time. Last but not least, you can ‘pin’ it to the 
top of your Facebook page so that it always appears first.

GENERAL
Put a link on your own Facebook page to the Quartet of 
Nations’ Facebook page and share your region’s news 
on your page too. Let folk know you’re part of something 
bigger.
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INCOME (up to 31st December 2017)
Total income = £105,862

EXPENDITURE (up to 31st December 2017)
Total expenses = £113,935
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If you’re not sure where to start with all of this, then go 
take a look at someone else’s Facebook page to gather 
ideas and inspiration. And whatever you do on Facebook, 
think about doing the same on Twitter, too. Get your 
name out there so folk can find you. All of this helps boost 
your ensemble’s profile, promote interest in this amazing 
pastime of ours and some will want to come and join you, 
too. Facebook’s own help pages explain things well but if 
you need a hand, email me at marketing@sweetadelines.
org.uk

REGIONAL AWARDS & 
GRANTS AVAILABLE FROM 1 
MAY 2018 TO 30 APRIL 2019

Chorus Champion £3,000

Quartet Champion £2,000

Returning Top 15 Quartet £500

Harmony Classic £500

Wildcard Chorus £500

Wildcard Quartet £500

Nicky Salt Bursary for Most Improved 
Quartet

€600

Grants will also be available up to a maximum of £500 
each for the following:

• Completion of DCP in Region 31 within a twelve 
month period – successful participants may claim the 
cost of the DCP registration, currently US$100

• Trainee judges from Region 31 may claim towards 
travel to trial scoring outwith Region 31

Application forms for grants will soon be available for 
download from the Quartet of Nations website and will 
be considered by the Regional Management Team for a 
timely decision.
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HELEN ABBOTT•daz.helen@yahoo.co.uk •Lace City
Choreography including design, front row auditions and training, visual plans 

and developing unity across the chorus

ALYSON CHANEY•alysonchaney@yahoo.co.uk • Lace City
Vocal production, PVIs, rehearsal techniques including positive reinforcement,

membership recruitment and retention

GLENN CHANEY•glenn.chaney@yahoo.co.uk •Lace City
Barbershop including vocal skills, PVIs, music choice, interpretation, director

mentoring, performance and contest preparation

EMMA DUGUID•duguidemma@gmail.com •Forth Valley
Visual story-telling, choreography design and front row auditions; goal-setting

NORMA FERRIER•norma.ferrier@whec.edin.sch.uk •Forth Valley
Showmanship and performance skills

ELAINE HAMILTON•elainemrssh@aol.com •Forth Valley
Barbershop including performance, visualisation and vocal skills

TANYA JENKINS•tunefultan@virginmedia.com •CAL
Vocal skills, particularly the exploration of vocal textures to bring music alive;

help groups to become ‘contest ready’

NANCY KELSALL•nancykelsall@hotmail.com •Heartbeat UK
Singing and preparation for performance

SANDRA LEA-RILEY•sandraleariley@virginmedia.com •Heartbeat UK
Presentation and showmanship for choruses and quartets

DOROTHY MAIN•dorothymain12@gmail.com •Aberdeen
Work with novice quartets and help them achieve their potential

SARAH NETHERTON•sazzle21_5@hotmail.com •Acappella Sound
Vocal production and sound, PVIs, quartet and chorus coaching

NICKY SALT•nicky.salt@hotmail.co.uk •CAL
Top level holistic coaching for choruses and quartets, plus quartet and music

team retreats in France (Maison De L’Art)

DAVID SANGSTER•david.sangster.ds@gmail.com •Forth Valley
Singing and performance, covering all judging categories in contest music
and with a strong emphasis on authentic style in non-barbershop material

GAYNOR SCHOFIELD•gaynordugay@btinternet.com •Viva Acappella
Holistic coaching, with focus on singing and expression

VALERIE TAYLOR•valerie.taylor@privacysolutions.co.uk •Vocal Dimension
Performance and vocal technique and performance confidence

MICHELLE WALKER•shelbywalks@yahoo.co.uk •Lace City
Showmanship and visual plans, artistry across all categories

LYNDA WOOD•lynda@pottonwoods.co.uk •Phoenix
Song performance with both quartets and choruses at all levels

COACHING 
DIRECTORY

mailto:marketing@sweetadelines.org.uk
mailto:marketing@sweetadelines.org.uk


CALENDAR
5-8 April 2018 SABS En Armonia 2018 Convention Benalmadena, Spain

6-8 April 2018
BinG! Barbershop Music Festival – including World 

Mixed Contest
Munich, Germany

11-13 May 2018 NEWCASTLE 2018 CONVENTION Sage Gateshead, England

13 May 2018
BinH 2018 Mixed Quartet Contest – hosted by 

Sweet Adelines Region 31
Sage Gateshead, England

25-28 May 2018 BABS Sing 2018 Convention Harrogate, England

5-7 October 2018 IABS  Convention 2018 Cork, Ireland

15-20 October 2018
Sweet Adelines International 72nd Annual 

Convention & Competition
St Louis, Missouri, USA

26-28 October 2018 LABBS Convention 2018 Harrogate, England

Autumn 2018
Quartet of Nations Region 31 Education Workshop 

– with international faculty
Various regional venues

10-12 May 2019 CARDIFF 2019 CONVENTION St David’s Hall, Cardiff, Wales

15-17 May 2020 CARDIFF 2020 CONVENTION St David’s Hall, Cardiff, Wales

5-8 May 2021 European Barbershop Convention 2021 Helsingborg, Sweden
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NEXT HARMONY RAG

The next Harmony Rag – also the special 
convention issue – will be published on July 
2018

Deadline for story contribution and 
advertisement is on end of June 2018 – 
send to harmonyrag@sweetadelines.org.uk

FOLLOW QUARTET OF 
NATIONS ON SOCIAL 

 facebook.com/QuartetOfNations

 twitter.com/SAIRegion31

 instagram.com/sairegion31

mailto:harmonyrag@sweetadelines.org.uk
http://facebook.com/QuartetOfNations
http://twitter.com/SAIRegion31
http://instagram.com/sairegion31
http://facebook.com/QuartetOfNations
http://twitter.com/SAIRegion31
http://instagram.com/sairegion31


Chorus

1. Phoenix (evaluaaon only)
2. Lace City (evaluaaon only)

3. Hillfoot Harmony
4. Acappella Sound
5. Vocal Dimension
6A. Surrey Harmony

6.6. Aberdeen
7. London City Singers

8. Heartbeat UK
9. Ignite UK

10. Singing Unlimited
11. Rhapsody UK

12. Plymouth Mayflower
13. 13. Forth Valley

14. Viva Acappella
15. Somerset Hills

Chorus

Quartet

1. Dutch Delight
2. The Hummingbirds

3. FourEffect
4. Teasy
5. Oops!

6. Blonde Ambiion
7.7. Word of Mouth

8. The Fourtunes (withdrawn)
9. Concordia

10. Chaos
11. 4Fit

12. Footlights (open division)
13. Fortuity
14. 14. Element
15. Carousel

16. Nova
17. Stardust & Sparkle

Quartet

#SANCL18

CONTEST ORDER OF APPEARANCE

http://sweetadelines.org.uk/convention2018/

